We have found three errors in our paper [1] , and thus would like to make the following corrections to this paper:
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We have found three errors in our paper [1] , and thus would like to make the following corrections to this paper:
On page 302, in the second paragraph, line 12, "tenabiliby" should be changed to "tunability". On page 302, in the fourth paragraph, "In a typical cell, LC passing the cell, where d is the cell gap. When a sufficiently high voltage is applied to the indium tin oxide (ITO) electrodes, the LC directors will be reoriented material is sandwiched between two substrates coated with electrodes (e.g., indium tin oxide, ITO) and surface alignment layers (e.g., polyimide, PI) [53]" should be changed to "In a typical cell, LC material is sandwiched between two substrates coated with electrodes (e.g., indium tin oxide, ITO) and surface alignment layers (e.g., polyimide, PI) [53]".
On page 303, in the first paragraph, "It will experience an optical path of L = dne after in vertical direction and the optical path becomes L = dno (Figure 1b )" should be changed to "It will experience an optical path of L = dne after passing the cell, where d is the cell gap. When a sufficiently high voltage is applied to the ITO electrodes, the LC directors will be reoriented in vertical direction and the optical path becomes L = dno (Figure 1b) ."
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